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Abstract- Separating the noise from data in a clustering
process is an important issue in practical applications.
Various algorithms, most of them based on density func-
tions approaches, have been developed lately. The aim of
this work is to analyze the ability of an ant-based clus-
tering algorithm (AntClust) to deal with noise. The basic
idea of the approach is to extend the information carried
by an ant with an information concerning the density
of data in its neighborhood. Experiments on some syn-
thetic test data suggest that this approach could ensure
the separation of noise from data without significantly
increasing the algorithm’s complexity.

1 Introduction

In data analysis the clusters are seen as homogeneous
groups of similar data and the main aim of a clustering task
is to divide the data in groups such that the data in a group
are sufficiently similar while the data belonging to different
groups are sufficiently dissimilar. In practical applications
the data can contain both useful items and irrelevant ones,
considered as noise. If the data are noisy, the results of a
clustering process can be altered, thus the noise should be
identified and separated from the useful data.

In order to separate the noise from useful data a crite-
rion which allows the discrimination between them should
be used. Such a criterion is based on a measure of the data
density. With respect to this criterion, clusters could be seen
as dense regions of data while the noise corresponds to re-
gions with low density of data. It is difficult to define an
absolute threshold for the density values because the den-
sity corresponding to noise in a set of data could be similar
to the density corresponding to clusters for another set of
data. Rather a relative threshold depending, for instance, on
some order statistics should be used.

Based on the idea of using a density measure to separate
the noise from data and to identify the clusters, different
approaches have been developed. Some of them are: DB-
SCAN (Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications
with Noise) [Ester, 1996], DENCLUE (Density Clustering)
[Hinneburg, 1998] and UNC (Unsupervised Niche Cluster-
ing) [Nasraoui, 2004].

In DBSCAN the measure of density is the number of
points within a certain distance of each other. Based on this
measure is defined the concept of density-based connectiv-
ity and the points are separated in core points (these repre-
sents the main portion of clusters), border points (these de-
limitate the clusters from the background) and other points

(these represent the noise). This approach allows identi-
fying clusters of arbitrary shapes and ignoring background
noise.

DENCLUE uses a different measure of density con-
structed by using some influence functions which measure
the influence that data have in their neighborhood. A com-
mon influence function is the gaussian one, i.e. the influ-
ence a data � has on a data � is expressed as ��� ��� ���
	���� ������� ��� ������������������� where ��� ��� ��� is a dissimilarity mea-
sure. The density in � can then be defined as � � � �!	"$#&%('*) ��� �+� ��� , ,.- denoting a neighborhood of � . The
clusters are identified by the so-called density attractors de-
fined as local maxima of the density function, �
� � � . For
a given data the corresponding attractor is determined by
using gradient information. In order to identify arbitrarily
shaped clusters the concept of high density path (similar
with density based connectivity in DBSCAN) is used. The
decision if the density is high or low is based on a thresh-
old / . This threshold is used also to separate the data from
noise and as long as its value is adequately chosen it leads
to a successful cleaning of data. The ability of DENCLUE
to identify the true clusters is highly dependent on � and / .

A similar density function, based on gaussian influence
functions, was used by Nasraoui at al. in designing the
UNC algorithm. However they used a different approach
in identifying the clusters. Their approach is based on using
a genetic algorithm with a niching mechanism (determinis-
tic crowding) to find the local maxima of the density func-
tions. These local maxima represent unbiased estimates of
the clusters centers. The clusters are supposed to be hyper-
ellipsoidal and the algorithm produces the clusters centers
and the parameters defining their size and orientation. The
classification of data is then based on computing the dis-
tance between each data and each cluster center and to de-
cide which cluster the data belongs to. The data not assigned
to a cluster are considered to be noise.

The behavior of ant colonies inspired the development
of various clustering techniques. Different approaches are
based on different aspects of real ants behavior: (i) cemetery
organization and larval sorting; (ii) chemical recognition of
nestmates.

The first approach has been proposed by
[Deneubourg, 1991] in order to solve tasks in robotics
and adapted to data clustering by [Lumer, 1994]. A thor-
ough analysis is presented in [Handl, 2003] where different
improvements are also proposed. The basic idea of this
approach is to place the data on a bi-dimensional grid such
that the intrinsic clusters structure is reflected by the spatial



arrangement of data. The process is carried on by a set
of agents (ants) which wander on this grid and pick up
and drop data according to some probabilities which are
determined by the similarities between data.

The second approach has been proposed in
[Labroche, 2002] and is inspired by the existence of
an individual chemical odor. An ant uses this odor to
recognize its nestmates. By putting into correspondence
a nest to a cluster, a chemical odor to a cluster label and
by modelling some behavioral rules, in [Labroche, 2002]
is proposed an ant-based clustering algorithm called
AntClust. Unlike the previous approach where an ant
picks up and drops different data (and the number of ants
is significantly smaller than the cardinality of the data set)
in AntClust the ants are themselves the data (each ant is
associated to a given data, so the number of ants is exactly
the number of data to be processed). Thus, notions as ants
and data or nests and clusters are interchangeable.

The clustering process simulates the process of gener-
ating new nests, accepting ants in nests and reorganizing
nests. All of these are made by simulating meetings be-
tween ants when they confront their chemical labels and as
a result decide that they belong to the same nest or not. The
key elements of the clustering process are some individual
adaptive parameters: (i) the acceptance threshold of an ant;
(ii) the ant’s perception of the size of its current nest; (iii)
the ant’s perception of the acceptance degree in its current
nest. These values are used both in the iterative process of
meetings during which they are adapted and in the final step
of refining the clusters.

The aim of this paper is to analyze the ability of
AntClust to deal with noisy data. With this respect we
analyzed if the existing parameters give us enough infor-
mation to separate the noise from data and also analyzed
the effectiveness of introducing a new adaptive parameter
related to the density of data. The rest of the paper is orga-
nized as follows. Section 2 gives a more detailed descrip-
tion of AntClust and presents results on identifying clus-
ters in noisy data for some synthetic test data. In Section 3
we present a slight modification of AntClust which uses
also information on density and analyze its behavior. Fi-
nally Section 4 concludes the work.

2 Description of AntClust

As stated before, AntClust, the algorithm proposed in
[Labroche, 2002], simulates the so-called ”colonial clo-
sure” phenomenon in ants colonies. This phenomenon is
based on some chemical odors the ants possess and which
allow them to recognize the difference between nestmates
and intruders. Each ant has its own view on the colony
odor. This is continuously updated. Starting from these
ideas, Labroche et al. proposed a model of an artificial ant
able to participate to the clustering of a set of data.

Let 0 ��1&�(232323���5476 be the set of data to be processed.
Then a set of 8 ants are used. Each ant, 9 , has the following
characteristics::

An associated data, �<; . This is the unique element

which is not modified during the clustering process.:
A label, = ; . This label is a natural number which
identifies a cluster. Initially it is set to > (meaning
that the data has not been assigned to a cluster).:
A similarity threshold, ? ; . This is used to establish if
two ants are sufficiently similar to be nestmates. This
similarity threshold models the odor template learned
by the ants during their youth and is estimated during
a learning phase. It can also be adjusted during the
meetings process.:
The age, @ ; . This is in fact a counter which counts the
number of meetings to which the ant has participated
and is used in computing some mean values.:
An adaptive parameter, A ; . This measures the ant’s
perception of its nest’s size and is initially set to 0.:
An adaptive parameter, ACB; . This measures the
ant’s perception of the acceptance degree by the other
members of its nest. As A B; is larger as the ant is
better integrated in its nest.

The clustering process consists of three main phases::
Threshold learning phase. The aim of this phase is to
estimate the value of ? ; for each ant 9 . The similari-
ties between an ant 9 and other randomly selected DFE
ants are computed and the maximum ( GIH � 0�JK�L9 �(M � 6 )
and the average ( NOJ��L9 �3M ��P ) of these similarities are de-
termined. The estimation of ? ; is �QGRH � 0&JK�Q9 �3M � 6TSN�JK�L9 �3M ��PU�U�V� . A particularity of the similarity mea-
sure used in AntClust is the fact that it is always
in W > �3X3Y . In the case of two Z -dimensional numerical
data, � ; and ��[ , it is defined by:J��L9 ��\ �]	 XZ ^_`ba 1 c X � d � `; � � `[ dd GRH � � ` �eGIfhg � ` dQi (1):
Random meetings phase. Random pairs, �Q9 ��\ � , of
distinct ants are selected Dkj times. For each pair,
the similarity JK�L9 �l\ � is computed and is verified if
these ants accept each other. Ants 9 and \ accept each
other if their similarity is larger than both thresholds:JK�Q9 ��\ �nmo? ; and JK�L9 �l\ �pmq? [ (such an acceptance
situation is denoted by @srrtvuxw�Q9 ��\ �n	y?�z&{<t ). De-
pending on the acceptance relation and on the current
labels = ; and = [ some behavioral rules are applied.
The effect of these rules consists in possible modifi-
cations of labels and of parameters A ; and A B; .:
Clusters refining phase. In this stage the clusters hav-
ing a small number of elements and low A B val-
ues are eliminated and their elements are assigned to
other clusters based on their similarities and on the
values of parameters A and A B . The first version
of clusters refining proposed in [Labroche, 2002] has
been improved in [Labroche, 2004].

In the meeting phase the clustering process is controlled by
the following behavioral rules applied to each meeting of
two ants �Q9 �l\ � ::

R1: new nest creation. If @|r3rtvuxw�L9 �l\ �}	~?�z&{�t and= ; 	�= [ 	�> then = ;�� 	$= 4K� - S!X , = [ � 	�= 4*� - S�X



where = 4K� - is the maximal value of labels assigned
up to the current step.:
R2: including an ant into an existing nest. If@srrtvuxw�Q9 �l\ ��	�?�z&{<t and = ; 	�> , = [��	�> then= ; � 	�= [ (if = ; �	�> , = [ 	�> then = [�� 	�= ; ).:
R3: positive meeting between two nestmates. If@srrtvuxw�Q9 �l\ ��	�?�z&{<t and = ; 	$= [��	�> then increaseA ; , A B; , A [ and A B[ .:
R4: negative meeting between two nestmates. If@srrtvuxw�Q9 �l\ ��	��}�F�O��t and = ; 	�= [ �	�> then the ant
having the smaller acceptance degree is eliminated
from its nest (its label and its parameters A and A B
are set to 0), the parameter A of the other ant is in-
creased while the parameter A B is decreased.:
R5: meeting between ants belonging to different
nests. If @srrtvuxw�Q9 �l\ ��	�?�z&{<t and = ; �	�= [ , = ; �	�> ,= [��	�> then the ant with the lower A is included in
the nest of the other ant and A ; and A [ are decreased.

Increasing and decreasing the values of the parameters A
and A B is based on the following relations:

increase �Q�F��	�� X �e����� S � decrease �L���]	�� X �e�����
(2)

with �����Q> �3X � . These relations ensures that the values
of A and A B are always in W > �3X � . It is easy to prove that
starting from a nonzero value ��� the sequence of values gen-
erated by successive increasing steps converges to X while
the sequence of values generated by successive decreasing
steps converges to > .

The general structure of the algorithm is presented in Al-
gorithm 1.

Before analyzing the ability of Algorithm 1 to deal with
noisy data we shall present some remarks on the parameters
involved in the algorithm. The parameter � used in increas-
ing and decreasing the parameters A and A B should have
rather a small value (e.g. ��	�> 2hX or ��	�> 2 � ) otherwise
it leads to a too fast increase or decrease of A and A B .
The parameters ��  and � � are some threshold values. In all
experiments we used �� |	¡� � 	�> 2¢X .

The number DkE used to estimate the thresholds ? ; should
be high enough in order to lead to a reliable estimation. In
experiments we used D£Ee	�¤£> . We have to remark here that
this separate learning phase can be replaced by a continu-
ously adaptation of ? ; during the meetings phase (of course
the first meetings, when the thresholds are still undefined,
don’t define clusters but only adjust the values of ? ; ). No
significant differences between the results obtained by these
two variants have been noticed in our experiments.

An important parameter is the number of meetings, D�j .
It has to be large enough in order to allow each ant to partic-
ipate in several meetings. The minimal value of D j should
be the number of ants, 8 , but in order to estimate the param-
eters A and A B and allow clusters to reorganize it should
be larger (mainly if the clusters are not very well separated).
In [Labroche, 2002] is suggested a value proportional to 8 ,D j 	�¥�8 . In this case it is easy to prove that the averaged
number of meetings each ant participates is �£¥ (for a proof
see the Appendix 1).

Algorithm 1 AntClust algorithm

1: for all 9]�e0 XV�32(232b� 8 6 do
2: = ; � 	�> ; @ ; � 	�> ; A ; � 	�> ; A�B; � 	�> ;
3: end for0 Threshold learning: 6
4: for all 9]�e0 XV�32(232b� 8 6 do
5: sample D£E ants and compute8.� � 0�JK�L9 �(M � 6 and NOJK�Q9 �3M ��P ;? ;�� 	��L8¦� � 0&JK�Q9 �3M � 6�S N�JK�L9 �(M �UP��U�V� ;
6: end for0 Random meetings: 6
7: for all D��§0 XV�(232(2� D j 6 do
8: Select a random pair �L9 ��\ �
9: Increase the age: @ ;�� 	�@ ;�S$X ; @ [ � 	�@ [ S$X ;

10: Compute JK�Q9 �l\ �
11: Apply the rules R1-R5
12: end for0 Clusters refining: 6
13: for all identified clusters do
14: compute ¨�©�ª¬«�l®Q¯�  (the ratio of data belonging to the

cluster) andNOA B P (averaged value of A B for all ants in the clus-
ter)

15: compute the acceptance probability° � 	��±NOA B P S � X �e����¨�©�ª¬«�l®Q¯� 
16: if

° �7² �&  then
17: remove the cluster (all its elements are reset)
18: end if
19: end for
20: for all ants having A B ² � � do
21: assign the ant to the cluster of the most similar ant,\ , which belongs to a nest ( = [§�	q> ) and has a high

enough acceptance degree ( ACB[ m!� � )
22: end for

We analyzed the behavior of AntClust for two synthetic
noisy data sets. The first set consists of 6 ellipsoidal clus-
ters, generated by using a bi-dimensional normal distribu-
tion, superposed with an uniform noise (see Fig. 1(a)). The
clusters have different sizes, shapes and orientations (ob-
tained by using different parameters of the normal distri-
bution). The number of points in clusters is �V³�>£> and the
number of noisy points is ³V>V> .

The second set consists of ��>£³V> points grouped in ´
clusters having different geometric shapes (the points have
been uniformly generated in the interior of these geomet-
ric shapes) and µV³�> points uniformly distribute in the exte-
rior of the geometric shapes, representing the noise (see Fig.
1(d)).

AntClust (applied with Dkj¶	¡8¦��� X > for the first data
set and Dkj�	�8.�&��� for the second data set) identified · and´ clusters respectively as can be seen in Figs. 1(a) and 1(d).
Since A B is a measure of the acceptance degree of an ant
by its nestmates it seems natural to interpret it also as a level
of its significance for the cluster. This means that data hav-
ing low values for A B could be considered as candidates to
be noise. The critical issue here is how to choose a threshold
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Figure 1: (a),(d) Results obtained by applying the original AntClust; (b),(e) Clusters identified by ignoring the points
for which the acceptance parameter ( A B ) is lower than the quartile of values of A B for all data; (c),(f) The ignored points
(estimation of the noise)

.

on A B values. Since all A B values are in W > �3X � an absolute
value could be used (e.g. > 2¢X ). On the other hand a relative
value based on some order statistics could be also applied.
The results obtained by using as threshold the quartile value
of A B s are illustrated in Figs. 1(b),(c) and 1(e),(f). In the
case of ellipsoidal clusters the result is acceptable but in the
case of geometrical clusters the noise is not very well iden-
tified. This suggested us to use also a measure related to the
data density.

3 Introducing Density Information in
AntClust

In order to introduce in AntClust density information we
propose to attach to each ant, 9 , a new parameter, � ; . This
parameter will contain an estimation of the ant’s perception
on the density of the region were it is placed. This parameter
is set to zero at the beginning and at each meeting between
the ant 9 and a different ant \ it is adjusted by � ;�� 	�� ;vS�¸�;
where¸�; 	q¹ �3����º �¦» 1½¼�¾ » ;L¿ [UÀLÀQÁ�UÂ ÁÃ Ä if X �ÅJK�L9 �l\ ��Æ¡� ;> if X �ÅJK�L9 �l\ ��m¡� ; (3)

where � ; are parameters controlling the influence area of
each data. Usually � ; 	�� for all 9 . This density is similar
to that used in DENCLUE but instead of computing it by a
systematic search of the neighborhood as in DENCLUE it
is estimated based on the random meetings of ants. These
computations do not significantly increase the complexity
of AntClust.

After the meetings phase, the parameter � ; is divided
by the ant’s age, @ ; , the density estimation being always inW > �3X � . The first question concerning � ; is if it really offers
different information than A�B; . Besides the fact that it is

differently computed than A B , results on various data sets
suggest that they are not necessary positively correlated (see
Fig.2). Figure 2 also illustrates that while A B takes values
over the entire range W > �(X � , the density parameter takes val-
ues only on a restricted subrange of W > �3X � . This can be ex-
plained by the relation used in computing � ; which ensures
that the range of density values could have a size of at mostX � �3��� ��� X �V�V��	�> 2 ¤VÇV¤V´ (for a proof see Appendix 2).

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
M+

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2
D

Figure 2: Dependence between the parameters A B and �
for � 	$> 2hX

A first way of using the values of � ; is in the clusters re-
fining phase: the elements without clusters are assigned to a
cluster only if their density value is larger than the density’s
cuartile. Moreover, only the elements already belonging to
clusters which have a density value larger than the density’s
cuartile are taken into account when we are searching for
the most similar element. In this way a new class appear:
that of unclassified data which can be considered noise.

The parameter � plays an important role in identifying
the clusters. We analyzed the influence of this parameter
on the behavior of AntClust for the data set consisting of
four geometric clusters (Fig. 1 (d)) and a noisy data uni-
formly distributed on the exterior of the geometric shapes.
The algorithm should identify ³ classes, four corresponding



� ; No. of clusters Classification error
mean standard mean standard

deviation deviation
0.1 5.7 0.48 0.137 0.009
0.25 5.5 0.52 0.153 0.007
0.5 5.7 0.67 0.153 0.005
0.75 5.7 0.67 0.148 0.007� X �§? ; �v�&´ 5.4 0.51 0.152 0.006� X �§? ; �v��� 5.8 0.62 0.158 0.011� X �ÈNQ?sP��v�&´ 5.7 0.67 0.136 0.006� X �ÈNQ?sP��v��� 5.6 0.51 0.136 0.008

Table 1: Influence of � on identifying the four geometrical
clusters and the noisy data cluster

to useful data and one to noisy data. In order to evaluate the
clustering quality we computed an error measure introduced
in [Labroche, 2002]:É z&zÊ	 �8��L8q� X � _ ;QË [�Ì ; [ (4)

with Ì ; [ 	ÎÍÏ Ð > if r��L9��]	�r�� \ � and rÑ��L9���	$r3ÑO� \ �
or r��Q9�� �	�r�� \ � and r3ÑO�Q9�� �	�rÑ�� \ �X otherwise

where rV�L9�� is the true cluster of the data corresponding to
ant 9 and r3ÑO�Q9�� is the cluster to which the ant is assigned
by the algorithm. Table 1 presents results concerning the
number of identified clusters and the classification error for
different values of � . All these values are averaged over X >
independent runs of the algorithm. Besides some constant
values of � ( > 2hX , > 2 �£³ , > 2 ³ , > 2 µV³ ) also values depending on
the similarity thresholds of ants have been analyzed. Both
individual parameters (e.g. � ; 	C� X ��? ; �v��� ) and determined
by averaged values (e.g. � 	C� X �¡NL?sPU�U��� ) were tried.

The results in Table 1 shows that the value of � can be
chosen depending on the values of the similarity threshold.
The value ��	�� X �$NL?�P��U�V� proved to be adequate also for
other test data.

On the other hand, the different roles which � ; and A B;
play suggest to use both of them in order to control the sep-
aration of useful data from noise. This means to split the
data in four categories based on the values of their A B and� parameters. The separation is based on some threshold
values ?Òj (threshold for the acceptance degree) and ?+Ó
(threshold for the density). The four categories are::

First category. This contains all data 9 for whichA�B; Æq? j and � ; Æ�? Ó and corresponds to data
having a high probability to be noisy (see Figs. 3(e)
and 4(e)).:
Second category. This contains all data 9 for whichA B; Æq?Òj and � ; m�?�Ó and corresponds to data
having a high estimation of the density but a low ac-
ceptance degree. These data couldn’t be classified
even if they belong to rather dense regions. Usually
they are points at the border of clusters (see Figs. 3(f)

� ; First Second Third Fourth
category category category category

0.1 2.1% 11% 1% 85.6%
0.25 0.6% 8.6% 5.4% 85.2%
0.5 1.9% 16.8% 4.1% 77.1%
0.75 0.5% 16.1% 4.6% 78.6%� X �e? ; �U��´ 16.6% 6.8% 19.6% 56.8%� X �e? ; �U�V� 17.3% 14% 14.6% 53.9%� X �¡NL?sPU�U��´ 5.6% 17.8% 3.1% 73.3%� X �¡NL?sPU�U�V� 2.9% 7.2% 1.4% 88.4%

Table 2: Distribution of data belonging to geometrical
shapes in categories

and 4(f)) and are somewhat similar to border points
identified in DBSCAN.:
Third category. This contains all data 9 for whichA B; mo? j and � ; Æo? Ó and corresponds to data
having a high acceptance degree in their cluster but
a low estimation of the density. Usually these data
belong to rather sparse regions but they participated
to many meetings (see Figs. 3(c) and 4(c)). The ex-
istence of this category is explained by the different
threshold used in estimation of A�B; ( ? ; ) and in com-
putation of � ; ( � ).:
Fourth category. This contains all data 9 for whichA B; mo? j and � ; mo? Ó and corresponds to data
which belong to dense regions and have been ac-
cepted by their clusters (see Figs. 3(d) and 4(d)).

The results presented in Figs. 3 and 4 have been obtained
by using as thresholds, ? Ó and ? j the quartiles of parame-
ters � and A B respectively computed over the entire set of
data.

Some results concerning the distribution of data in these
four categories are presented in Tables 2 and 3. Table 2 il-
lustrates how the non-noisy data are distributed in the four
categories for different ways of computing the parameters� ; . As expected the largest percent of non-noisy data is
assigned to the fourth category. Taking into account only
the density information and ignoring the parameter A B the
useful data would be represented by the union of the second
and fourth category (this means that � ; m!?�Ó ).

On the other hand, Table 3 illustrates how are distributed
the noisy data. In this case the largest percent of data are
assigned to the first category and the union between the
first and the third category represents an estimation of the
noise. These results also suggests that an adequate choice
of � could be � X �ÈNQ?sP��v�&´ or � X �¡NL?�P��U�V� (for these values
the percents of non-noisy data categorized as useful data
and of noisy data categorized as noise are larger than for
other values). This means that the parameter � could be
chosen depending on the average of the similarity thresh-
olds. Thus, besides the fact that introducing the density
information doesn’t significantly modify the complexity of
AntClust, it neither introduces new parameters.

Besides the tests made on synthetic bi-dimensional data
we also analyzed the relevance of density information in
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Figure 3: Ellipsoidal clusters. (a) the original clusters; (b) the uniform noise superposed on the clusters; (c) data in the third
category; (d) identified clusters (fourth category); (e) identified noise (first category); (f) data in the second category

� ; First Second Third Fourth
category category category category

0.1 60.4% 4% 17.4% 18.2%
0.25 32.1% 12.4% 11.3% 44%
0.5 38.9% 18.1% 11.2% 31.8%
0.75 36.3% 16.9% 12.9% 33.9%� X �e? ; �U��´ 71.9% 2.2% 25.2% 2.7%� X �e? ; �U�V� 69.7% 3.6% 17.4% 9.3%� X �¡NL?sPU�U�&´ 73.4% 0.5% 23.2% 2.9%� X �¡NL?sPU�U��� 61.7% 1.3% 23.5% 13.5%

Table 3: Distribution of noisy data in categories

the case of other test data from UCI Machine Learn-
ing Repository, (www.ics.uci.edu/pub/ml-repos/machine-
learning-database/). Tests for Iris database suggest that by
taking into account the density information and identifying
those four categories we can separate data which are dif-
ficult to classify. For instance, if the averaged percent of
misclassified data in the entire data set is 9.46%, the fourth
category contains 5.56% misclassified data.

4 Conclusions and open questions

The ability of an ant-based clustering algorithm
(AntClust) in separating noise from data is analyzed. An
analysis on the usefulness of both an existing parameter
attached to ants ( A B ) and that of a new parameter related
to the density ( � ) is initiated. The computation of the
density parameter and the postprocessing step of separating
the data in different categories do not modify significantly
the complexity of the algorithm. Moreover, since the
parameter � can be computed based on the similarity
thresholds, it is not necessary to tune a new parameter.

The preliminary results are encouraging but a lot of

things concerning the information carried by the parame-
ters attached to ants still remains unrevealed. The values
of thresholds, ? j and ? Ó used in postprocessing the data
in order to identify the noise are mainly determined based
on experiments and not on analytical reasons. Some theo-
retical results concerning the estimations of parameters A ,A B and � computed during the meetings phase would be
highly desirable.

Appendix 1

Proposition. If DkjÔ	Õ¥�8 then the averaged number of
meetings for an ant is �V¥ .
Proof. Let Ö ; be the random variable which corresponds to
the number of selections of an ant 9 in the meetings phase
(either on the first position or on the second position of a
pair). In this analysis we suppose that the selection of both
elements of a pair is uniform on 0 XV�(232(2� 8 6 . Thus Ö ; has
a binomial distribution, ×p�O¨ � u<� , of parameters ¨Ø	Ù�VD j
and ue	 X ��8 . Thus

° ��Ö ; 	Cz��s	ÛÚ  � `bÜ u   � X �Ýu<� � `bÜ ¼   ,
the mean value of Ö ; isÉ ��Ö ; �Þ	 " � ` Ü  a 1 z�Ú  � ` Ü u   � X �.u�� � `bÜ ¼  	 " � ` Ü  a 1 z�Ú  � `bÜ » 4s¼�1�À Álß ÜTàVá4 Á�ß Ü (5)

For Dkj¶	�¥x8 we obtainÉ ��Ö ; �â	 " �½ã 4  a 1 z�Ú  �vã 4 » 4s¼�1�À ÁläUå àVá4 Á�ävå	y» 4s¼�1�À Á�ävå4 Álävå " �vã 4  a 1 Ú  �½ã 4  » 4|¼Ò1�À á	y» 4s¼�1�À Á�ävå4 Álävå " �vã 4s¼�1  a � Ú  �½ã 4|¼Ò1 �½ã 4» 4|¼Ò1�À álæFç	y» 4s¼�1�À Á�ävå4 Álävå M �vã 44s¼Ò1 M 4 Á�ävå àkç» 4s¼Ò1�À Álävå àkç 	��V¥
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Figure 4: Geometrical clusters (a) the original clusters; (b) the noise superposed on the clusters; (c) data in the third
category; (d) identified clusters (fourth category); (e) identified noise (first category); (f) data in the second category.

Appendix 2

Let us suppose that an ant 9 participates to D meetings, è is
the set of indices for which � X �
JK�L9 ��\ �U�±é!� ; and card è 	D�Ñ . Then � ; satisfies:� ; 	 XD _[ %£ê �3�F� ë � � X �ÅJK�L9 ��\ �U����V� �; ì
and since each term of the sum is between �3�F� ��� X �V�V� andX it follows that:D�ÑD ���� ��� X �V�V��ÆÈ� ; Æ D�ÑD 2
Since D�Ñ�ÆCD it follows that the size of � ; range is at mostX � �3�F� ��� X �V�V� .
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